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1. Introduction 

Indigenous knowledge consists of ideas, experiences, practices and information that have been generated locally or generated elsewhere, 

but have been transformed by local people and incorporated into the local way of life (Bleik and Veldhuizen, 1993). Indigenous 

knowledge is the systematic body of traditional knowledge acquired by local people. This is accumulated by the generation wise 

experiences as results of informal experiments through trial and error. It is based on practical rather than theoretical facts and it is the 

asymmetrically distributed traits and which is associated with folk life for higher longevity. The residents of south Bengal are living in 

disaster-prone areas over a number of generations. So, they have developed some disaster adaptive local knowledge to minimize the 

consequences of disasters. The present study is tried to identify indigenous knowledge which can reduce related disaster risk in the 

selected research area and documentation the principles that underpin indigenous practices. Indigenous knowledge forms the basis for 

local communities coping strategies that have helped them survive over a long period of time. This knowledge has been harnessed 

from the interaction of indigenous people with their natural environment. It provides valuable information with regards to the local 

environment and can be adapted for use in tackling hazards in other local communities. Local empowerment is attained through the 

use of indigenous knowledge in local communities, empowerment which leads to improved community participation and educating 
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ABSTRACT 

India is the second largest populated country and also one of the most disaster prone 

countries in the world. Different types of natural disasters like flood, cyclone, 

drought, earthquake, and landslides occur here. West Bengal is the 2nd densely 

populated state in India which is situated in the eastern part of the country. A wide 

range of hazards including cyclones, storm surges, floods, water logging and salinity, 

embankment failure in the coastal zone and drought, landslide and earth quake, flash 

flood in plateau and mountainous region is prominent in Bengal. My present research 

was conducted in indigenous disaster adaptive practices of southern part of West 

Bengal. I have surveyed total no of twelve villages from my study area. In the study 

area it was observed that the folk peoples of South Bengal applied their local 

knowledge to reduce expected loss from adverse environment. The rural residents of 

this region practiced some disaster adaptive methods like to protect river banks or 

pond banks from erosion they afforested the areas with the local environmentally 

favourable species of plants along the banks. Among them bamboo plantation is one 

of the best because its net type root grips the soil tightly and its shade control the 

evaporation intensity. Except this to control pond bank erosion they especially apply 

a unique technique. They manage bank through making guard wall which is built by 

arranging tiles step by step along the bank which is a very scientific one. And the 

residents of this region, the produced crop is stored in their house through make a 

‘morai’ inside the house boundary and also animal husbandry is one of the survival 

activities which could reduce the risks of famine like situation and make them 

economic supportive in this environment and also to reduce sufferings during this 

situation they build dug wells. 
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individuals on disaster risk reduction (Shaw et al. 2008).The creativity of the human mind has enabled local communities to think 

about how to sustainably manage their environment and at the same time, ensure development. However, well-funded scientific 

development ideologies with goals usually profit-based, have threatened to eliminate this grassroots knowledge (Goonatilake 1984). 

Local people in Nigeria have used indigenous plants to tackle bank and gully erosions. Abam (1993) carried out a study in the Niger 

Delta region of Nigeria, which led to the knowledge that river banks, where bamboo plants and raffia palms had been planted by 

local people, prevented the washing away of soil which causes bank erosions. These plants serve as current breakers for the water 

and over time, strengthen the materials that make up the river banks. Apart from their effectiveness against gully erosion, bamboo 

plants are also very valuable for controlling soil erosion and preventing landslides, due to their fibrous roots and rhizome system 

which hold soil together (Zhou et al. 2005). Indigenous knowledge is the systematic body of traditional knowledge acquired by local 

people. This is accumulated by the generation wise experiences as results of informal experiments through trial and error. It is based on 

practical rather than theoretical facts and it is the asymmetrically distributed traits and which is associated with folk life for higher 

longevity. The rural residents of south Bengal are living in disaster-prone areas over a number of generations. So, they have developed 

some disaster adaptive local knowledge to minimize the consequences of disasters. The present study is tried to identify indigenous 

knowledge which can reduce disaster related risk in the selected research area and documentation the principles that underpin indigenous 

practices.  

 

2. Study Area 

The present study area is surrounded by Malda district in the north, Bangladesh in the east, Bay of Bengal in the south and 

Jharkhand state in the west. The study area is located in the southern part of West Bengal, the area is covered 14 districts among 23 and 

area is covered 66908.86 sq.km. The study is carried maximum number of population (7.41 crore), so it is a highly populated part of West 

Bengal, average population density is 1297 / sq.km excluding Kolkata. More than 60% people depend on primary economic activities. 

 
Fig. 1 Location of the study area 
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3. Methodology 

The research focuses on disaster adaptive indigenous practices in the south Bengal. For this research I have followed descriptive 

survey research design and the information has been collected through field work. I have applied purposive sampling method for data 

collection. For data collection, the study area was divided in to four zones those are western plateau and highland, Rarh, delta and coastal 

plain. From these zones, four districts were selected for information collection. From these districts, twelve blocks and from each block 

one village were selected for considering the importance of indigenous practices to reduce disaster risk in the study area. From these 

villages, fifteen respondents were selected from each village randomly who are depends on agricultural activities. For this research I have 

followed qualitative way and some quantification has been used. The information has been documented through observation.  

 

4. Discussion 

In this study it has been tried to identify these sorts of knowledge in the selected study area. As this study is concerned with 

natural disaster related risk reduction. The study focuses exclusively at the application of local knowledge and did not explore knowledge 

without any resulting action. Additionally, the practice may have recently evolved, but has already been adopted. 

 

4.1 Bank management: 

Climate of the southern part of West Bengal is tropical savannah type. The main seasons are summer, rainy season, a short 

autumn, and winter. In the delta region is noted for excessive humidity in summer, the western highlands experience a dry summer like 

northern India, with the highest day temperature ranging from 38°C to 45°C. At nights, a cool southerly breeze carries moisture from the 

Bay of Bengal. In early summer brief squalls and thunderstorms known as "Kal-baisakhi" often arrive from the north or North West. 

Monsoons bring rain to the whole state from June to September. The Western plateau and high lands forms the eastern fringes of the 

Chota Nagpur Plateau which is made up of igneous rocks of the Archaean era as well as coal-bearing mudstone and quartzite rocks of 

Carboniferous period. The western part of Purulia, Bankura, Birbhum, Bardhaman and Paschim Medinipur district constitutes this area. 

The region has been transformed into an undulating peneplain due to long and continuous erosion. The area is very erosion prone due to 

soil structural and textural character, especially sheet, rill and gully type erosion. To protect river banks or pond banks from erosion they 

afforested the areas with the local environmentally favourable species of plants along the banks. Among them bamboo plantation is one 

of the best because its net type root grips the soil tightly and its shade control the evaporation intensity. Along with the primary use 

people also use it for so many essential needs like house making, agricultural purposes like flooring for vegetable fields, and vessels for 

household uses or earning purposes. 

Surya Kanta Murmu of Bikramdi (Age-40, Education -M.P, Occupation- Teaching, Block-Baghmundi) has said that to protect 

river banks or pond banks from erosion they afforested the local environmentally favourable species of plants like bamboo along the 

banks. Bamboo is one of the best because its net type root grips the soil tightly (Field survey, December 2017).  

 

 
Fig. 2 Plantation along bank with local environment friendly species 
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Fig. 3 Bamboo plantation along the river bank to protect bank erosion 

 

The Rarh region lies between the Chota Nagpur Plateau on the west and the main flow of the Ganges River in the east. The land 

slope is from west to the south-east. The area is formed by the silt which is brought by the tributaries of Bhagirathi, Mayurakshi River, 

Ajay River, Damodar and Rupnarayan River which flow over the western plateau region which made up of laterite soil make the soil of 

the area red in colour. These plains are formed of old alluvial deposits and formation of natural levees along the river banks is a common 

phenomenon. (Faridi.R, 18 Aug 2013). Rarh region is covered north western Part of Murshidabad, Birbhum, Bankura, Purba Bardhaman, 

Paschim Bardhaman, Paschim Medinipur and north western part of Purba Medinipur districts. This regions elevation ranges between 50 

to100m above the sea level.The area is very erosion prone due to soil structural and textural character. To reduce this type of disaster 

related risk they have adopted some indigenous practices which may help to reduce risk. To protect the river bank or pond bank from 

erosion they afforested the local environment friendly species of plants along the bank. Among them bamboo plantation is one of the 

best. However, to control pond bank erosion they especially apply a unique technique. They manage bank through making guard wall 

which is built by arranging tiles step by step along the bank which is a very scientific one. It plays a great role to protect banks with a 

continuing recharge system and the bank side pressure on the guard wall is low therefore the guard wall failure possibility is also very 

low. 

 
Fig. 4 Bamboo Plantation along the pond bank to protect erosion 
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Fig. 5 Guard wall construction through ‘Tiles’ along the pond 

 

Asim Biswas of Magra (Age-49, Education - ix, occupation -Tea shopkeeper, Block-Chinsurah Magra) has said, that to control 

pond bank erosion they apply a unique technique by which they manage bank through making guard wall which is built arranging tiles 

step by step along the bank (Field survey, March 2018). 

In the region of moribund and mature delta, soil of this area is alluvial type. So the area is very erosion prone due to its soil 

structural and textural character. To protect river banks or pond banks from erosion they afforested the local environmental tailored 

species along the bank. They also make a guard through bamboo stick or wooden stick along bank and fill it with muddy or sand bag. 

 

   

Fig. 6 Make a guard through bamboo stick along bank and fill it with muddy or sand bag 

 

Jibon Sarkar of Purbanagar village (Age-64, Education -M.P, Occupation-Retired primary teacher, Block-Ranaghat-II) has said 

that to protect river banks or pond banks from erosion bamboo plantation is one of the best ways or else making a guard through bamboo 

stick or wooden stick along bank and fill it with mud or sand bag (Field survey, April 2018). 

In the region of active delta and a small coastal region is located on the south of the state; a part of the district of Purba 

Medinipur, North & South 24 parganas along the Bay of Bengal constitutes the coastal plain. This emergent coastal plain is made up of 

sand and mud deposited by rivers and wind. Colonies of sand dunes and marshy areas are found parallel of the coast. The Digha dune lies 

nearest while the Kanthi dune is the farthest from Bay of Bengal coast. Maximum dunes occur in ranges 15–16 km from the coast and 

average 11–12 m high. In the period of monsoon and also occurred tidal surge in the cyclonic periods. Except this the area is very erosion 

prone due to soil structural and textural character. Cyclone and its related flood are like an annual phenomenon among the villager; they 

have acquired some knowledge to reduce cyclonic risk. They have developed some indigenous practices and skills through experiences 

which might reduce the risk from prevalent hazards or disasters. To protect river bank or pond bank from erosion they afforested the local 

environmental tailored species along the bank like Palm, Coconut etc. Actually, pond is present in front the houses so they go their home 

across the bank. So, bank protection is very essential to them, they protect bank through bamboo stick along the bank with arrange mud 

bag. 
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Gour Hari Jana and Habu Bhuya of Tajpur (Age 38 & 45, Education - IV & H.S, Occupation- Hotel Business, Block-Ramnagar-

I) have said that they make stall with bamboo for structure and wall, shed with mat which is made of ‘Hogla pata’ (leaves). During the 

rainy season they use tent with mat for protection. They make the stall building above the optimum limit of high tide. In some cases in 

the beach they make stall on a raised bamboo or wooden platform which is made of bamboo or wood above the high tide level. (Source: 

Field Survey,March 2018) 

 

            
Fig. 7 Afforested local environmental tailored species along the bank. 

 

4.2 Crop banking: 

Maximum part of the region of Western plateau & Highland produces paddy once a year, so this food grain suffices their own 

input demand all year around. This produced crop they store in their house on the wooden platform within the house or make a ‘tola’ 

inside the house boundary which is a holder made on a muddy floor by a thick straw intermingled rope. After the end of the year they sell 

their excessive grain and gain some money. It is a traditional way which may protect them from starvation in the drought situation or 

famine. In recent times polythene bags and plastic vessels have been used for grain storage. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Crop storing by making ‘tola’ 

In the region of Rarh have also same type practice, the rural residents of this region store the produced crop is in their house 

through make a ‘morai’ inside the house boundary which is a holder made on a muddy floor by a thick straw rope intermingled.  
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Fig. 9 Modes of Crop Storage in the Rarh region 

 

Also the residents of the region of delta, have follow this practice traditionally, they store the produced crops in their house 

through making a ‘gola’ inside the house boundary which is a holder made on a mud or wooden or concrete platform and cylindrical wall 

by mat and protect it by tin or straw and tying the shed firmly with the foundation of ‘gola’ using nylon rope or iron wire and also used 

‘kuthi’ made by mud.  

Bacchu Biswas of Madhupur (Age-46, Education -H.S, Occupation-Farming, Block-Bagdah) has said they store the produced 

crop in their house through making a ‘gola’ inside the house boundary which is a holder made on a muddy or wooden or concrete 

platform and cylindrical wall by mat and protect it by tin or straw. At the end of the year they sell their surplus grain (Field Survey, 

March 2018). 

Fig. 10 Modes of Crop Storage in the Delta region 

 

4.3 Animal husbandry: 

Animal husbandry is one of the ways of survival which could reduce the risks of famine like situations and make them 

economically stable in this disaster-oriented situation. Especially in the region of Western plateau & Highland where irrigation facility is 

not adequate and also maximum agricultural land is one cropped, even it may be destroyed due to uncertain and deficit rain. So, animal 

husbandry is one of the ways of survival which could reduce risk of famine like situation and make them economically stable in this 

environment. Except this the residents of rural areas of all over in south Bengal this practice helps them to survive and economic stability 

in adverse condition. 
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Fig. 11 Livestock make them economically stable in this environment 

 

4.4 Other practices: 

Other than the above mentioned practices, especially the rural residents of plateau & highland, store straw for feeding cattle 

within their residential limits. Some water is stored in muddy pitcher which keep cold water, they use pond for fishing which give them 

economic support.  Recently to control the wastage of water in the irrigation time they use plastic pipe. It is modern technology but it has 

adapted with the age old practice. At the leisure time they collect Sal leaf and make Bidi and also make vessels through bamboo, rope by 

‘Babui’ grass, pottery, stone and metal works, mat by ‘Madur kathi’ etc., which gives them economic support.  

Nayan Pramanik of Sankra (Age 53, Education -VI, Occupation- Grocery Shopkeeper, Block-Para) has said, they store in their 

house on the wooden floor in the home or make a ‘tola’ inside the house boundary which is made on a muddy floor by a thick straw rope 

intermingled. Animal husbandry is one of the survival activity except this they collect Sal leaf and make ‘Bidi’ and also make vessel 

through bamboo, rope by ‘Babui’ grass, pottery and stone and metal work which traditional work give them economic support (Field 

survey, December 2017). 

   

   
Fig. 12 Different types of economic supporting activities 
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4.5 Rain water storing: 

In the region of Western plateau & highland, agricultural drought occurs almost every year due to irregular pattern of monsoon 

rain. However, in some cases water logging happens in rainy season due heavy cyclonic periods. In the summer season ground water 

table falls badly as a result of which to reduce the sufferings from this situation they build pond near the houses and use it for house hold 

purposes in some special cases use this water for nearest agricultural lands. Although canal irrigation system is available, seasonal so 

adequate water supply is available in the major crop calendar. Some portions of the area dwellers build dug well for essential household 

needs. It is a traditional way for daily essential water supply. This type of water supply source construction is also expensive, so very few 

families have made this system affordable. In some cases, one or two dug well is built by the local government authorities. This well 

recharges in the period of monsoon rain and is able to supply water whole year. 

 

 
Fig. 13 Digging the pond for rain water storing 

 

Ramjan Ali of Ketugram (Age-62, Education – Primary, Occupation-farmer, Block-Ketugram) has said that they store crops in 

their house through make a ‘tola’ inside the house boundary which is a holder made on a muddy floor by a thick straw rope intermingled 

or in nylon bag or drum. At the end of the year they sell their excessive grain and earn some money (Field survey, December 2017). 

In the region of Moribund & Mature delta, agricultural drought happens almost every year due to monsoon rain deficit and on 

contrary in some cases water logging happens in rainy season due to heavy cyclonic periods. During the summer season, ground water 

table falls badly as a result of which to reduce sufferings during this situation they build dug wells.  

 
Fig. 14 Dug well construction beside the house for water supply 

 

Arafat Mondal of Narapatipara (Age 32, Education – M.A., Occupation-Tuition, Block Chakdah) has said that during the 

summer season ground water table falls badly so to reduce sufferings in this situation they build dug wells and make ponds beside the 

residential place for making it high and also reduces water logging (Field survey, March 2018). 
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In the region of active delta, agricultural drought happens almost every year due to monsoon rain deficit. In some cases water 

logging is happen in rainy season due heavy in cyclonic periods and also inadequate fresh water for daily needs and also increases the 

level of the residential place by the mud taken up after digging the pond beside the house and use its water for essential needs. It is a 

traditional way for daily essential water supply. 
 

  

Fig. 15 Digging the pond beside the house and use its water for essential needs. 
 

4.6 Coping strategy during flood: 

The rural residents of flood area of entire south Bengal make floating boat through banana trunk which may help in 

transportation and also could be used for saving domestic animals a platform for their survival. Other than this they use small boats which 

are made by wood or wood and tin. Therefore, in the flood prone region almost every family has a small boat. 

Fig. 16 Coping Strategy during Flood 

4.7 Bamboo or wooden bridge: 

The rural residents of south Bengal specially the region of delta, for transport and communication in the rural areas which are 

separated by canals or rivers they make bamboo or wooden bridge for linking the main land. 

 
Fig. 17 Bamboo Bridge 
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4.8 Sanitation: 

Residents of south Bengal also make chamber through rounded mud structure of burnt clay for sanitation. This system reduces 

the health hazards caused due to sanitation problems. These structures are heavily used in rural areas. 

Fig. 18 Use of chamber through rounded mud structure of burnt clay or cement for sanitation 

 

4.9 Storing Food and drinking water, fodder and Fuel: 

In the region of delta, flood is very common phenomenon in this area, so they start to prepare before the monsoonal rain starts. 

Almost every family try to store food as possible by them. They also store drinking water by using plastic bottles or jar. They also 

store sufficient fodder for livestock in the higher places such as make a platform or ‘machan’ through bamboo sticks or on the roof of the 

house or toilet. They also store wood or bamboo pieces or cow dung cakes or jute stick as fuel in a random dumping method over a 

temporary platform which can be used during disaster like situation. 

Altaf Mondal of Laxmipur (Age - 49, Education - VIII, Occupation – Farming, Block-Haringhata) has said they store wood or 

bamboo pieces or cow dung cake or jute stick as fuel which is used in disaster like situation (Field Survey, October 2018). 

 

 
Fig. 19 Types of Fuel Storing 

Fig. 20 Storing food in higher places 
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Fig. 21 Storing fodder for livestock 

 

4.10 Keeping pond resources safe: 

In the region of delta, People elevate the pond banks through installing fences to protect pond resources in monsoonal periods 

when it gets overflowed. They repair it every year and ponds are dried up every year in between winter and summer season and a thin 

layer is horizontally cleared out and for maintaining the quality lime is sprinkled upon the bed. Along with this they give water in pond 

through pump and they use pipes and pour the water maintains a distance from the bank because the bank may get damaged due to the 

extra pouring of water. 

 

 
Fig. 22 Elevate the pond banks through installing fences to protect pond 

 

 
Fig. 23 Lime is sprinkled upon the bed for quality maintain 

 

Nirmal Ghosh of Minakhan (Age-42, Education – IX, Occupation-Fishing) has said they elevate pond bank though install fences 

to protect pond resources in monsoonal periods when overflow (Field survey, March 2018). 
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4.11 Folk vehicles:  

The folk residents of south Bengal, to bring crops from the fields’, folk cart is very useful because on the cart track no modern 

vehicles like; tractors are not suitable for transport. However, all farmers cannot afford the fare. Other than this in some places folk and 

modern combo vehicles motor van famously known as ‘Lochimon’ is the only supportive transportation in rural villages as other  types of 

vehicles cannot go there due to improper road conditions. Even in Kolkata there had been major problems of water logging in rainy 

season so hand pulled rickshaws or rickshaws has a great role to play for transportation. Other than the above-mentioned transports like 

boats as a form of folk vehicle also has an important role for transportation in the deltaic region of the rural areas. This also has an 

important role to play during the flood related disaster management system. 

 

    

   
Fig. 24 Types of Folk Vehicles 

 

5. Conclusion 

Indigenous knowledge is very much relevant and useful to reduce sufferings from disaster. Due to its geographic characteristics, 

it is a disaster-prone region and every year the people of this area experiences various hazards and disaster (like; flood, cyclone and 

drought) of different magnitudes. So, community people use their traditional knowledge to reduce severity of disasters as well as their 

suffering. 

Despite the high population density and nagging poverty, the government must create avenues so that people’s exposure and 

sensitivity to climate-related risks are reduced through adequate disaster risk reduction programmes and poverty alleviation strategies. 

Indigenous knowledge is more qualitative and geographically specific in contrast to scientific knowledge. Early and necessary 

adaptation steps need to be taken at the national and regional levels in order to reduce people’s vulnerability due to irregular rainfall and 

other climate change related risks. Each and every community has some specific indigenous knowledge to protect themselves from 

common disasters, the study of which may improve our ability to explore the social context of natural disasters.  

Local knowledge practices, resident’s skill and tradition have helped communities that have developed a close relation to their 

natural environment cope with hazards and thrive for millennia in highly at-risk areas. However, in many cases, these practices, 

otherwise highly sustainable, have been lost due to social, political or economical change, leading to increased vulnerability. Through 
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participative assessments (of both capacities and vulnerabilities) and policy-making processes aimed at combining local knowledge with 

scientific methods, communities must be empowered to take advantage of their own traditional knowledge to develop integrated 

strategies that are institutionalized and perhaps even transferred to similar contexts elsewhere. 
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